
WAREHOUSE
UNDULATING TEXTURES

DESIGN Our herringbone and plank 
designs are crafted with a uniquely 
undulating texture that adds additional 
character to any room.

NATURAL The organic, natural appearance 
is achieved through hand working the flow 
of the grain along each board. This gives 
the floor an added dimension and looks 
great in every interior.

INDUSTRIAL ELEGANCE Warehouse has a 
smart, reclaimed feel.

REFINEMENT These floorboards have a 
stylish refined, reclaimed character.

ROUGH Warehouse flooring is not too rustic 
and is not blighted by big, unsightly filled 
knots and cracks.

DURABILITY Our Hardened Oil finish is 
durable, natural and does not need a 
separate finish coat after installation. 

TED TODD EUROPEAN OAK Because  
we know our oaks we are very particular 
about the woods we select. We only source 
slow-grown oak that is renowned for its clear 
grain patterns and luxurious mellow tones.

THICK HARDWOOD This collection has a 
4mm hardwood layer, which means the floor 
can be re-sanded many times in the future 
without removing the protective wear layer.
 
VERSATILE You can easily mix planks and 
herringbone designs across different rooms 
to create a varied, sophisticated interior.

TEXTURED WALLS Warehouse flooring is 
perfect for use as wall cladding to create 
interesting textures or to complement  
your floor.

HEALTHY Unlike plastic-based laminate and 
vinyl flooring, these are 100% natural floors 
that don’t give off toxic vapours.

WARM This flooring is suitable for 
installation over underfloor heating  
(please see guidelines).

EASY TO INSTALL You can float, nail or fully 
bond this engineered wood floor.

TRUST For your peace of mind, this 
collection comes with 100% FSC®-certified 
environmental accreditation.

CREATIVE INSPIRATION These are  
Ted Todd creative wood floors at their best.  
As well as inspiring your creativity, they are 
practical, innovative and will transform  
your space.



WAREHOUSE
UNDULATING TEXTURES

EASY CARE 

For floors with hardened coatings we have designed a simple 
system to care for your floor. Clean regularly with Easy Clean, 
protect with Maintenance Polish and apply two coats of neat  
Ted Todd intensive polish every two to three months for  
tough protection.

Please use Care System 1 for all floors in this collection.
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